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Abstract
Ralph Allen, the Bath stone entrepreneur of Combe Down, built Prior Park Mansion
in the 1730s and like many wealthy men of the time sought to grow pineapples in his
garden. This rare and exotic fruit had become an essential feature of any proper
dinner party in Georgian times and Allen took advice from Alexander Pope and
others on the construction and operation of a Pinery at Prior Park.
Historical maps are conflicting over the location of this 18th century tropical
greenhouse, showing it in slightly different places, but all close to the main house.
Mention is made in correspondence of smoke from the pinery chimney which may be
why it was later repurposed as a Bath house. Final demolition was sometime in the
mid to late 1800s when the stone was used to build what is now the sports pavilion
still in use at Prior Park College.
A geophysical survey in the National Trust Prior Park Garden by a joint team of Bath
and Counties Archaeology Society (BACAS) and National Trust volunteers in 2019
pinpointed some likely spots where the building might have been and a series of test
pits were excavated in August 2020 to try and find its location. The north east corner
of a building was revealed showing wall footings of roughly dressed stone, the ashlar
above having been taken away leaving apparent demolition rubble of bits of cut
stone, mortar, glass, slate and nails behind as well as building debris apparently from
other sources. This excavation was later extended to expose approximately 7m of
the building footings. Another test pit nearby exposed a stone kerb and paved area.
A scale plan of the Bath House, which has been presumed to be a conversion of the
Pineapple House, is shown on the Ralph Allen Survey map of 1761 described as a
Cold Bath and comparison was made of the wall dimensions. From its position on
maps and the survey plan it seems clear that this building has been the
Pineapple/Bath House with the entrance steps at the central front door of the
building. However, the excavated wall dimensions appear to be different to the plan
which may be due to surveyor error or subsequent building redevelopment.
Further excavation of the kerb and its surrounding area showed a paved area covered by
shallow top soil with no other features and only 20th century finds. The position of the kerb
lines up with the edge of the original carriageway in front of Prior Park shown on the early
1888 25” Ordnance Survey which could point to its origin.
It is hoped to continue the excavations in 2021, subject to permissions and
pandemic, to uncover more of the building and the possible carriageway.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Location
The work was carried out in Prior Park Landscape Garden, a property owned by the
National Trust to the south of Bath and originally the garden of Prior Park Mansion,
built by Ralph Allen in the 1730s, now occupied by Prior Park College.

Figure 1 : Prior Park Garden, red arrow indicates excavation area
All mapped images in this report are aligned with north to the top

1.2 Dates
The geophysics survey was undertaken over two days, 6 and 7 May 2019.
The excavations were initially undertaken over 4 days between 17 and 21 August 2020
and then one day a week during September and October 2020, all within the Rule of Six
coronavirus regulations.

1.3 Personnel
The survey and excavation were led by Tim Lunt and David Stubbs and
undertaken by the following members of the National Trust Skyline Archaeology
Monitoring Group and Bath and Counties Archaeological Society (BACAS) :
Martin Ansell, Jane Briggs, Mike Dennis-Jones, Elaine Flemons, John Oswin, Chris and
Carole Paul and Sue Rhodes.
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1.4 The Site
The site is located in the south east corner of the Garden, a Registered Park or
Garden, immediately beside the boundary fence with Prior Park College. The
area is a grassy bank with mature yew and chestnut trees and some brambly
undergrowth.
No visible remains of any structures can be identified other than the slight terracing
of a path leading from the fence gate into the Garden to the east of the area.

1.5 Acknowledgements
The National Trust for access to the Garden and permissions for the survey and
excavation
Tan Tootill and Carole Laverick of Prior Park College for their support with the project
and assistance in making vehicle access and parking available by the site
Bath and Counties Archaeology Society (BACAS) for use of their geophysics resistivity
and other equipment.
John Oswin for his continuing help and guidance with the BACAS geophysics
survey equipment
Ordnance Survey (OS) maps, © Crown copyright
Aerial satellite photographs, © Google Earth.
The time and effort of all the BACAS and National Trust staff and volunteers involved

2 Background
2.1 Historic Sources
2.1.1 Introduction
Primary evidence for both the location and look of Ralph Allen’s Pineapple/Bath House (to
be called the Building for the rest of this report) is relatively limited. Some of that evidence
is unfortunately conflicting.
Current thinking is that by 1742 Ralph Allen, inspired by Alexander Pope, had built a Pine
House somewhere in front of the east wing of Prior Park mansion (now St. Peter’s). By
1754 the Pine House had been converted to a cold plunge bath house. By the late 1800s
the Bath House had been stone robbed for a cricket pavilion on the playing fields to the
south of the mansion.
2.1.2 Written Sources
The existence of a Pine house is supported by primary evidence provided by the following
extracts from two letters written in December 1742 to Ralph Allen by Alexander Pope.
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These letters are held in the British Library.

“sort of apprehension that the chimney of the Pine House might smoke so as to be
offensive to the new building. John [Searle] assures me it will not: there need be no
fires all the day and the quantity, when once the house is tight and the Glaziers
work good, so small that it evaporates within a few yards of the place….” . John
Searle was Pope’s gardener in Twickenham.

“I rejoice that the smoke of the Pine House is blown over: at least you flatter me in
saying so. I should be sorry to blacken you in anyway: There are others of my
Acquaintance who will be black whether I will or no: and you will be white, in spite
of all the accidental smokes in the world” .

These letters not only confirm the existence of a pine house but also tell us that it was
heated and glazed. Unfortunately, they do not tell us the location of the Pine House.
The theory regarding conversion to a Bath house is supported by the following extract
from Dr Richard Pococke’s “Travels Through England”:
“On the 15th, I saw Mr Allen’s gardens, which are laid out in wilderness, with a piece
of water in the middle, from which there is a descent, on each side of which are
beautiful meadows arising up the hill; on one side is a new Gothick building, higher
up a statue of Moses with his hand striking the rock, and below it a beautiful
cascade falls down about twenty feet, a little higher is a building of the Cold Bath.
The centre of the gardens commands a fine view of Bath”.

The “Gothick” building is probably what is today the gothic temple and the cascade being
the cascade above the cabinet, both in the Wilderness in the north west corner of the
garden. On first reading “a little higher is a building” suggests the cold bath is higher than
the cascade. As the only known building higher than the cascade is the shell grotto, it
seems probable that Pococke was referring to a building elsewhere.
A conversion of the Pine House to a Bath house makes sense when one considers Allen’s
personality. Whilst certainly a very successful entrepreneur he was at heart a modest
man and a warm hearted philanthropist. He was most certainly not given over to
conspicuous shows of wealth represented by pineapples at that time. Perhaps Pope’s
persuasive powers had got the better of Allen.
In his biography on Allen “The Benevolent Man” (p131), Benjamin Joyce tells us that Dr
George Cheyne was in May 1742 treating Allen for recurring headaches. In
correspondence with another patient Dr Cheyne refers to his recommendations to Allen
regarding a change in diet and use of cold baths. Perhaps this was the motivation to
convert the Pine House to a cold bath. Spring water in the vicinity would have provided
Allen with a ready supply of water.
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2.1.3 Visual images
The earliest evidence for the location of the Pine House is the etching by Antony Walker
published in 1752 but believed to have been drawn in 1750. The Mansion House
(including the east wing) was complete by 1749.

Figure 2 : Antony Walker, 1752 : Science Museum
What is believed to be the Pine House is shown within the earlier formal garden on the
east side directly in front of the west end of St. Peter’s. Whilst a primary source, this
etching should be treated with caution due to artist’s licence and perspective. Walker
shows symmetrical facades for the east and west wings, resembling John Wood’s
designs, despite the fact that Richard Jones (Ralph Allen’s foreman), altered the design of
the east wing.
In the early 1750s Luke Sullivan did a pen and wash which shows a less formal landscape
in the north east corner. The Pine/Bath House is shown but the trees surrounding it are
more mature.

Figure 3 : Luke Sullivan, 1750 : Victoria Art Gallery, Bath
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In 1785 W Watts published an engraving by T Hearne of “Prior Park in Somersetshire, the
Seat of Mrs Smith”. There is the hint of a building in front of St. Peter’s but it is in front of
the centre, rather than the west end as shown by Walker and Sullivan.

Figure 4 : W Watts, 1785 : Bath in Time
Whilst there are subsequent drawings, paintings and photographs, none show a building
that could be a Pine/Bath house.
2.1.4 Drawings
In the early 1760’s a hand-drawn map was completed which recorded the extent of Ralph
Allen’s land holdings in Bath. It is entitled “A Survey of the Manours of Hampton,
Claverton with Widcombe belonging to Ralph Allen Esqr.,”. The map also includes scaled
plans and elevations of 15 principal buildings, including a “Cold Bath”. Whilst there is
unfortunately no indication of the location of the Cold Bath we do have a clear indication of
its size, shape and construction. This is the only known plan or elevation.

Figure 5 : Ralph Allen Survey Map : Bath Record Office
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2.1.5 Maps
The first mapping evidence of a building which could possibly be the cold bath appears on
the map accompanying the sales particulars when Prior Park was purchased by Bishop
Baines in July 1828.

The particulars of sale included a schedule of
“Rich Pasture, Arable, & Wood Land”. Plan
Reference 4 is described as “The Pavilion,
Dwelling House, Out-buildings and Drying
Ground. On Figure 6 is highlighted a building
close to Plan Ref. 4. It is directly in front of the
west end of St. Peter’s.
Figure 6 : 1828 Sale : Prior Park College

The Tithe Map from the 1840s also shows a
building directly in front of the west end of St.
Peter’s in a similar position to that shown on the
1828 Sales Particulars.
Figure 7 : 1840 Tithe Map : Prior Park College

Cotterell’s map from 1852 also shows a building
directly in front of the west end of St. Peter’s in a
similar position to that shown on the Tithe Map.
Figure 8 : Cotterell 1852 : Combedown.org.uk
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All three maps show an unidentified building in front of the west end of St. Peter’s.
In 1856 the Catholic Seminary closed and the property re-possessed by the landlord.
In 1931 The Rev. Roche wrote a History of Prior Park College. In Appendix J he writes
“When in 1844 the ground was being cleared for the erection of the Church the press [“St.
Paul’s Press”] was transferred to a building which stood in front of St. Peter’s and
occupied the site which is now the turning oval for motor-cars on the front carriage drive.
The printing establishment was conducted by Mr. William Murray who continued to
operate it till the closure of the College in 1856. In passing it may be noted that the
present cricket pavilion was built with the stones from the structure last occupied by “St.
Paul’s Press””.
This suggests that there was a
building in front of St. Peter’s
until 1856. However, this
account is contradicted by the
1856 Sales Particulars Plan (see
Figure 9) which does not show a
turning oval.The Sale Particulars
Plan from 1856, shows a “Bath
House” located directly in front of
the middle of St. Peter’s. This is
the first plan to show a building
described as a “Bath House”.
Figure 9 : 1856 Sale : Prior Park College
However, the building is in a different location to the building shown on the 1828
conveyance plan, the 1840 Tithe map and Cotterell’s 1852 map (above). It also
contradicts the Rev. Roche’s account because there is no turning oval.
An undated plan prepared by Spackman & Son (respected Bath Architects and Surveyors)
is held in the archive of Prior Park College. The possible Bath House evident on previous
maps has gone and for the first time the Cricket Pavilion appears.

It would be reasonable to conclude that
the opening of the Grammar School
required the provision of sporting
facilities. Indeed, Roche says in his
history of Prior Park College that “in the
1880’s and 1890’s cricket came into its
own”. Presumably a pavilion was now
needed.
In addition to the Pavilion there is also a
Racquet Court, Ball Court and Bowling
Green. The Turning Oval is also shown
for the first time.
Figure 10 : Spackman & Son : Prior Park College
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The plan shows a building called “Church”, construction of which re-started in 1872 and
was completed in 1882. This plan may therefore post-date the 1888 OS map, surveyed in
1882/3 (below).
Carole Laverick, Archivist at Prior Park College, believes that what became a Pavilion was
in fact built as a Turkish Bath.
The first 25” OS map published in 1888, surveyed in 1882/3, shows the new cricket
pavilion and the turning oval referred to by the Rev. Roche.

Figure 11 : Ordnance Survey Somerset 25” Series XIV.10
The photograph below shows the cricket pavilion in around 1900.

Figure 12 : Prior Park Cricket Pavilion : Combedown.org
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The photographs below show the cricket pavilion today.

2.2 Summary of evidence and conclusions
Below is a summary of the available evidence.

1. From Alexander Pope we know that there was a pine house by 1742.
2. From Richard Pococke we know that by 1754 there was a bath house.
3. From Dr Cheyne we know that in 1742 Allen had been advised to take cold baths
for his headaches.
4. We know from Allen’s estate map from the early 1760s that there was a Cold Bath,
how big it was and what it looked like.
5. We know from Anthony Walker’s and Luke Sullivan’s paintings and drawings that a
pine/bath house looking building stood in front of the west end of St. Peter’s in the
1750s.
6. Three maps from between 1828 and 1852 show a small unidentified building in
front of the west end of St Peter’s.
7. A very detailed map from 1856 shows a Bath House, but this time in front of the
centre of St. Peter’s. This is the only map to identify the function of this building.
8. The Rev. Roche contradicts this map by saying that a printing press occupied a
building on the turning circle between 1844 and 1856, the stones of which were
subsequently used to build the cricket pavilion.
9. By 1882/3 the first 25” Ordnance Survey plan shows that the building in front of St
Peter’s has gone and the cricket pavilion has appeared.
Conclusions that can be reasonably drawn from this evidence are that a Pine House was
in existence by 1742, probably located in front of the west end of St. Peter’s. A rectangular
Cold Bath with two windows and central doorway with semi-circular steps was in existence
by 1754. Whether the Bath House was a conversion of the Pine House or a new-build
using the Pine House stone is not known.
The location of the Bath House was to the north of St. Peter’s in three possible locations,
all close to each other:
1. In front of the west end
2. In front of the centre
3. On the site of the car turning oval
14

3 Geophysics
3.1 Gridding
The area was covered by 8 grids laid out in 20m squares and sited on the approximate
position of the Building to the north of St Peter’s (the east wing of Prior Park Mansion) as
shown on historical maps.
The layout, grid numbering and base point position is shown in Appendix A.

3.2 Twin Probe Resistance
The investigation used twin-probe resistance with 1m probe spacing performed with a
TR/CIA device. Readings were taken at 0.5m intervals along lines 1m apart giving 400
readings per 20m grid square.

Figure 13 : Resistivity surveying at the site under the trees

3.3 Software
INSITE v3 (1994) was used as the principal analysis software. This is now regarded as
obsolete but is still preferred by BACAS because of its very versatile grid mapping
capabilities and its visual approach. BACAS has developed its own proprietary software to
allow the twin probe resistance meters to be downloaded to computer and then the data
imported into INSITE.

3.4 Results
The resistivity results shown in Fig 14 show a square area of darker resistance in
the centre of the area suggesting underlying stone together with path outlines around the15

eastern side. The two largest tree positions are shown as blank with any other
features probably natural.

Figure 14 : Resistivity results

4 Initial Test Pit Excavations
4.1 Method
The site of test pits was based on the satellite overlays of the 1828 and 1856 maps (see
section 2) and the results of the geophysics survey. It was hoped that these would give
further insight to the remains of the Building and the footpaths shown on these maps.
Each test pit was initially 1 metre square and dug in a series of 10cm depth spits with
context and findings recorded at each level. Photographs were taken of indicative
features.

4.2 Initial Results
The test pits crossed the site from east to west with positions relative to the geophysics
survey shown in Fig 16. Each test pit was dug in 10cm spits with finds recorded at each
level. Results are shown in the Appendix
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Figure 15 : Excavation recording
Details of each pit with OS grid references by GPS for their central position are shown
below. Finds are discussed in Section 5.

Figure 16 : Test pit sites
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4.2.1 Test Pit 1 (ST7624062985)
With a ground slope approx 20cm lower on the north side, the pit was placed in the square
of high resistance found in the centre of the site which matched the eastern end of the
Building position on the 1828 map (Fig 6).
Initial top soil of TP1 was immediately followed by building material debris containing
mortar (friable and also pieces with charcoal inclusions), nails, slate pieces (with nail
holes), thin clear glass pieces, nails, oyster shell, C19 pottery, rubble and some pieces of
ashlar (dressed Bath stone) with varying amounts of these at each 10cm level.
At 60cms depth at the south end of the pit a line of roughly dressed stone, width 30cm,
was exposed which contained 2 stone courses on a flat stone bed and appeared to be a
building footing. (Fig 17)
It was concluded that the wall footings were likely to relate to the Building and would be
explored further.

Figure 17 : Test Pit 1 showing (left) wall footing along back right corner and after further
exposure.
4.2.2 Test Pit 2 (ST7625262995)
With a ground slope approx 10cm lower on the north side, the pit was placed at the corner
of 2 lines of higher resistance interpreted as buried paths. At 20cm depth on the south
side of the pit a line of stone kerbing appeared with an apparent path foundation of stone
rubble on the south side (Fig 18)
Initial top soil of TP2 was immediately followed by a curious mixture of finds including a
glass inkwell, fragments of a Waterman’s ink bottle, decorated plate fragments, two clay
pipe fragments, two metal horseshoe heel taps, an unused blank 303 round, fragments of
earthenware and pottery and a marble.
Initial thoughts were that the kerb and possible path foundation related to the garden
design shown in the Walker engraving of 1750 and the excavation area should be
extended to establish this.
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Figure 18 : Test Pit 2 showing stone kerb and paving
4.2.3 Test Pit 3 (ST7623762974)
Dug for 20cm in the central area of the yew trees on an alignment with the west end of St
Peter’s with no significant finds and discontinued.
4.2.4 Test Pit 4 (ST7625062974)
Only 250cm square, this was dug directly down for 1m on the western alignment from the
discovered Building footings in TP1 at a distance of 7m. The ground was mainly clay with
no demolition debris found. It was expected to encounter the footings or a floor of the
Building but there was surprisingly no result although the Building wall on this side is
estimated to have had a length of approx 12m. The test pit was discontinued.

4.3 Further Excavation
Test pits 1 and 2 were identified for further excavation and extended.

4.3.1 The Pineapple House
Having initially found some of the north wall, the pit was then extended to reveal the north
east corner of the building with a base course of the corner still in situ. The excavation
continued to expose the east wall for 1.9m, the north wall for 6m and the building interior
for approx 0.5 sq m from the corner as shown in Figs 19,20 with more remains still to be
uncovered in all directions.
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Figure 19 : Pineapple House excavation looking east

Figure 20 : Pineapple House remains
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Figure 21 : Pineapple House site at Prior Park
Wall structures were found as follows :
East : Width 70cm, dressed stone with interior smooth cement/mortar facing.
North : Width, approx 60cm, made up of dressed outer stone facing of 20cm and a rough
cement inner lining of differing widths but approx 40cm. The dressed stone wall feature
continued for 3.35m from the corner and then curved as irregular mixed stone and mortar
line below the dressed stone level.
Within the wall corner a small area of the interior was uncovered and found to be a cement
floored cavity 35cm below the north wall with another lower cavity of 7cm depth.

Figure 22 : Pineapple House excavation : plan
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Figure 23 : Pineapple House excavation : elevation looking east
4.3.2 The Kerb
The stone kerb was followed to expose a straight length of 5.6m running approximately
east/west. It then turned south west for 1.5m to end in an area of stone rubble, a possible
base layer for paving.
The kerb was made up of 13 pieces of cut Bath stone of varying lengths, 6cm to 7cm wide
and about 33cm deep.
The kerb was first thought to be at one edge of a footpath and possibly correspond to one
of the features shown on the 1750 Walker engraving (Fig 2) as paving was only found on
the south side. Subsequent excavation around the kerb as shown in Fig 23 revealed only
further base layers for possible paved areas, all under 20cm or less of top soil, and no
parallel kerb feature defining a path.
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Figure 24 : Test Pit 2 : Kerb and paved area

Figure 25 : Test Pit 2 : excavation plan
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Further study of early OS maps has revealed that on the 25” 1888 series (surveyed
1882/3) the carriage drive was further north than it is today. The map overlay at Fig 26
shows that the 5.6m length of kerb may have been the northern edge of the original
3.3/4.4m wide carriageway.
It may be significant that the stone sub surface found immediately adjacent to the kerb in
the original TP2 (see Figure 6) is more substantial than that found in the wider excavation.
Looking at the sloping nature of the ground to the south of the kerb it may well be that the
original sub surface is at a lower level, explaining why we did not find the opposite
(southern) kerb.
The 25” 1921/1945 series (fig 27) shows the carriageway moved south and an earth bank
removed. The 1.5m section heading in a south west direction cannot for the moment be
explained.

Figure 26 : Straight length of kerb in red : 1888 25” OS Map

Figure 27 : Straight length of kerb in red : 1921/45 25” OS Map
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5 Finds
5.1 The Building
Most of the finds were building debris suggesting they were related to demolition of the
Building . As the excavation was extended the finds, datable to the mid 19th century, of
clear glass, a beer bottle and delft tiles made it look more likely that much of the debris
covering the remains (to a depth of up to 1m) had been dumped from elsewhere to relandscape the area after building demolition or perhaps construction of the carriage drive
in 1834.
Layer reports and photos are shown in Appendix B
5.1.1 Ricketts bottle
The base of a green glass bottle was found as shown in Fig 28.
The Ricketts family was involved in the glass business for almost a century, beginning in
1789, when Jacob Ricketts and his brother, Richard, operated the Building Phoenix Glass
Works at Temple Gate, Bristol, England. Later becoming Henry Ricketts & Co. and having
invented a mechanical bottle mould system the business continued until 1923.
Various makers marks exist for these bottles and the base found appears to be a late
1840s type, although the S and T letters in Bristol are different to the Variation 2 standard.
(https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/RickettsFirms.pdf)
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Figure 28 : Ricketts bottle base
5.1.2 Delft tiles
Pieces of used Delft tile were found loose in the material being dug out very close to the
floor of the Building basin. Initial thoughts were that they came from the time when the
Building had been converted to a Bath House and could have been a pool lining.
Delft tiles have been made since the C16 and conveniently have corner motifs that can
roughly date them. The tiles found seem to fall into two main types (Fig 29), the ox-head
and the bloom, both of which date from the mid 1800s and the tiles also correspond to the
6" square size estimated from the biggest piece which were only manufactured after 1830.
(http://www.delfter-fliese.de/eckmotive_2.htm)
Given this date for the tiles, if they were used as a pool lining/decoration in the Building it
is very late in the history of the building. In 1844 it was reported that the Catholic Seminary
then occupying Prior Park began to use the Building as home for their printing press
making re-tiling around that time unlikely. No tiles have been found in situ so the
26

indication is that the tiles are likely to be debris dumped from elsewhere when the remains
of the Building were buried following demolition sometime after 1852 which is the last map
record.

Figure 29 : Delft tiles showing corner motifs
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5.2 The Kerb and Paved Area
Most of the excavation in TP2 did not exceed a depth of 20cm. Apart from two fragments
of clay pipe, the finds all appear to be post war and in all probability dropped or
discarded. Layer reports and photos are shown in Appendix C
5.2.1 303 blank bullet
A blank 303 round (Fig 30) made by the Ministry of Supply Factory (later Royal
Ordnance Factory), Radway Green, Cheshire in 1965 was found. This had probably
been dropped during CCF maneouvres by the College.

Figure 30 : 303 Blank

5.2.2 1960s Menozzi Italy Licorice Box Top
The top of a 1960s Italian licorice container by Menozzi (Fig 31) was found showing a
Ford Mercury Montclair car
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Figure 31 : 1960s Menozzi Italy Licorice Box Top
5.2.3 Glass ink well
A glass ink well (Fig 32) which may originally have belonged in a school desk at the
College.

Figure 32 : Ink Well
5.2.4 Waterman’s ink bottle
The base of a Waterman’s ink bottle (fig 33) which may once have belonged to a
College pupil.
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Figure 33 : Waterman’s ink bottle
5.2.5 Metal horseshoe heel taps
Two rusty metal horseshoe heel taps (Fig 34) which may have once been attached to
the heel of a British Army issue Ammunition Boot most probably used by the College
CCF.

Figure 34 : Metal horseshoe heel taps
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6 Comment and Conclusions
6.1 The Building
It seems certain that the foundations are the Building built by Ralph Allen around the
time of the construction of Prior Park mansion but the mid 19th century date of the
datable finds above the remains suggest that the cover is largely debris brought to relandscape the area after demolition. This may have occurred at the same time as the
carriage drive was built below the north frontage of Prior Park. By that time the Building
had morphed through use as Bath House and Printing House for its stone to be
reincarnated as a sports pavilion, with a possible interlude as a Turkish Bath.
What is perplexing in the discoveries to date is the significant difference between the
length of the Building north wall and the measurement expected from the survey plan
(Fig 35). This length difference is around 50% and, if the curve of the cement
foundations revealed at the west end are interpreted as the foundations of the semicircular steps under the door, they can only be explained as surveyor error or a major
redevelopment or change to the Building design.

Figure 35 : Pineapple House remains overlay on survey plan

6.2 The Stone Kerb and Paved Area
Although the stone kerb suggests an earlier origin, its shallow cover with only 20 th
century finds indicate the paved area around the kerb is probably not from the garden
design shown in the 1750 Walker engraving. The area is adjacent to the Building and at
a similar ground level so was probably re-landscaped at the same time burying any 18th
century features to a similar depth.
The alignment with the earlier carriageway highlighted by the overlay on the 1888 OS
map (Fig 25) suggests the kerb may be the northern edge of a 3.3/4.4m wide carriage
drive which was subsequently relocated further south and an area of embankment
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removed. The spoil from that embankment may have been used to cover over the
redundant carriageway, perhaps explaining why the soil cover is relatively shallow.

6.3 Conclusions
Further excavation and research may throw more light on changes that occurred to the
Building resulting from its various uses and explain the difference between the physical
remains and the plan. Extension of the excavated area to the south and west are
planned for the next season.
Deeper excavation around the kerb may also establish whether it was the edge of the
old carriageway and the paving layer, shown in Fig 17, continues at the same level to
the south.
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Appendix
A Grid Layout
The order in which each of the 8 grids was carried out is shown in Fig 36.
All survey measurements were started from the north east corner of each grid.

Figure 36 : Grid Numbering
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B Test Pit 1
Layer Records
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Initial Finds
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Extended Excavation Finds
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C Test Pit 2
Layer Records
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Finds
Find
Dressed Stone
4 small pieces of dressed stone
Dressed stone finial
Metal
1320mm long bent metal pipe 16mm
internal bore and 19mm external diam.
Two rusted metal horseshoe heel taps
Small section of spring
Two small pieces of aluminium
Four nail shaped pieces of metal
Short length of rusted iron bar
3 pieces of unidentified rusty metal
Earthenware
4 fragments of ribbed glkazed
earthenware
C27 fragments of earthenware, some
possibly from flower pots
One large fragment of a flower pot
Painted Plaster
9 fragments of a cream painted (plaster)
wall covering
2 fragments of shaped mortar
1 fragment of blue painted (plaster) wall
covering
Waste Glass Fragments
11 fragments of waste glass
Slate
3 large slate fragments, two with
possibleevidence of nail fixing holes
Glazed Pottery
2 small fragments of willow pattern
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pottery
A large fragment of what may have been
a dinner plate
8 small fragments of glazed pottery
Stone & Slag
11 small fragments of what may be slag
A piece of mortar with inclusions
9 small stones/pebbles not from the local
area
A selection of gravel not from the local
area
Glass
A small ink well
A fragment of a waterman’s ink bottle
A marble
2 fragments of blue glass
A fragment of decorated glass, perhaps
from a glass
The top of a bottle
A fragment of dark blur glass
Part of the base of a green bottle
4 fragments of clear glass
Miscellaneous
2 fragments of clay pipe stems
3 bone fragments
An Ever Ready battery
A plastic button
The end of a plastic cutlery handle
A Ford Mercury Montclair liquorice
container lid.
The remains of a china figure
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